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EXPLORER X’S TRAVEL READING LIST: 12 BOOKS WE LOVE 

The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 

Most travelers are searching for something on their adventures, whether it’s amazing archeological sites 
or the most delicious meal. But while you’re busy seeking something external, you usually end up 
discovering a piece of yourself you never knew was there. That’s exactly what happens in Paulo Coelho’s 
book, “The Alchemist,” said Cory Varga, travel expert and founder of the couple’s travel blog You Could 
Travel. “‘The Alchemist’ tells the enthralling story of an Andalusian shepherd who wants to travel in 
search of treasure. But during his adventures, he finds himself, instead,” said Varga. “Coelho shows us 
the journey that matters—a journey of lessons and charming stories of snakes, love, dunes and alchemy.” 

 
All Over the Place: Adventures in Travel, True Love, and Petty Theft by Geraldine DeRuiter 

Most travel memoirs involve a button-nosed protagonist nursing a broken heart who, rather than 
tearfully watching The Princess Bride while eating an entire 5-gallon vat of ice cream directly out of the 
container (like a normal person), instead decides to travel the world, inevitably falling for some chiseled 
stranger with bulging pectoral muscles and a disdain for wearing clothing above the waist. This is not 
that kind of book. In All Over the Place, Geraldine imparts the insight she gained while being far from 
home-wry, surprising, but always sincere, advice about marriage, family, health, and happiness that come 
from getting lost and finding the unexpected. Hilarious, irreverent, and heartfelt, All Over the Place 
chronicles the 5-year period that kicked off when Geraldine got laid off from a job she loved and took 
off to travel the world.  
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The Art of Travel by Alain de Botton 

Many travel-themed books play to our daydreams about travel, but de Botton takes a brutally honest 
and philosophical look at why we travel and brings to light truths that we don't want to see or believe, 
namely that the fantasies we have about a place can often be better than the reality we encounter once 
we arrive,” she said. “He's incredibly articulate when describing the mundane moments of travel that we 
often glaze over in memory. It's not just about the moments of grandeur—every little element is part of 
the whole experience. 

 

Travels by Michael Crichton  

From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a deeply personal memoir full 
of fascinating adventures as he travels everywhere from the Mayan pyramids to Kilimanjaro. Fueled by 
a powerful curiosity—and by a need to see, feel, and hear, firsthand and close-up—Michael Crichton's 
journeys have carried him into worlds diverse and compelling—swimming with mud sharks in Tahiti, 
tracking wild animals through the jungle of Rwanda. This is a record of those travels—an exhilarating 
quest across the familiar and exotic frontiers of the outer world, a determined odyssey into the 
unfathomable, spiritual depths of the inner world. It is an adventure of risk and rejuvenation, terror and 
wonder, as exciting as Michael Crichton's many masterful and widely heralded works of fiction. 

 

The Art of Pilgrimage: The Seeker’s Guide to Making Travel Sacred by Phil Cousineau 

Award-winning writer and filmmaker and host of the acclaimed Global Spirits series seen on PBS and 
Link TV, Phil Cousineau weaves stories, myths, parables, and quotes from famous travelers with practical 
suggestions and accounts of modern-day pilgrims to show that there is something sacred waiting to be 
discovered in virtually every journey. Connecting these voices is a series of meditations that suggest 
different ways to practice what pilgrims and poets have done for centuries, to see with the "eyes of the 
heart." The Art of Pilgrimage shows that every journey can be sacred, soulful, and transformative if it is 
undertaken with a desire for spiritual risk and renewal. Whether traveling to Mecca or Memphis, 
Stonehenge or Cooperstown, one's journey becomes meaningful when the traveler's heart and 
imagination are open to experiencing the sacred. The Art of Pilgrimage is a sacred travel guide in book 
form that is full of inspiration for the spiritual traveler.  

 

Away & Aware: A Field Guide to Mindful Travel by Sara Clemence 

As our daily lives are dominated by devices and an always-connected mentality, more people are using 
their precious vacation time as an excuse to unplug and re-engage with their surroundings―and 
themselves. Away & Aware serves as a complete guide to more mindful travel, with tips and advice for 
planning off-the-grid trips, minimalist packing, unplugging on the road, connecting with local culture, 
traveling with children, and easing back into the real world after returning from a trip. 
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The Longest Way Home: One Man’s Quest for the Courage to Settle Down by Andrew McCarthy 

With absorbing honesty and an irrepressible taste for adventure, award-winning travel writer and actor 
Andrew McCarthy takes us on a deeply personal journey played out amid some of the world’s most 
evocative locales. Unable to commit to his fiancée of nearly four years—and with no clear understanding 
of what’s holding him back— McCarthy finds himself at a crossroads, plagued by doubts that have clung 
to him for a lifetime. Though he ventures from the treacherous slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro to an 
Amazonian riverboat and the dense Costa Rican rain forests, McCarthy’s real journey is one of the spirit. 
Disarmingly likable, McCarthy isn’t afraid to bare his soul on the page, and what emerges is an intimate 
memoir of self-discovery and an unforgettable love song to the woman who would be his wife. 

 
Lands of Lost Borders: A Journey on the Silk Road by Kate Harris 

The drive to seek out the unknown is what’s behind many people’s urge to travel. But where do you go 
when you feel that every place on earth has already been visited by millions before you? Is there any 
place left to discover? Kate Harris contemplates these questions, and more, in her memoir about a year 
spent cycling the Silk Road. “This book was like no other travelogue I've ever read—a meditation on 
remote places very rarely written about, history and borders,” said travel enthusiast Elizabeth Sile, senior 
editor at Real Simple. “Harris perfectly captures what it feels like to want to explore—not to take the 
perfect Instagram or tick off the top sights, but to be exposed to wildness and discomfort.” 

 

The Forty Rules of Love by Elif Shafak 

Acclaimed Turkish author Elif Shafak unfolds two tantalizing parallel narratives—one contemporary and 
the other set in the thirteenth century, when Rumi encountered his spiritual mentor, the whirling dervish 
known as Shams of Tabriz—that together incarnate the poet's timeless message of love. Ella Rubenstein 
is forty years old and unhappily married when she takes a job as a reader for a literary agent. Her first 
assignment is to read and report on Sweet Blasphemy, a novel written by a man named Aziz Zahara. Ella 
is mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for Rumi and the dervish's role in transforming the successful 
but unhappy cleric into a committed mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love. She is also taken 
with Shams's lessons, or rules, that offer insight into an ancient philosophy based on the unity of all 
people and religions, and the presence of love in each and every one of us. As she reads on, she realizes 
that Rumi's story mir-rors her own and that Zahara—like Shams—has come to set her free. 

 
Night Train to Lisbon by Pascal Mercier  

Raimund Gregorius teaches classical languages at a Swiss lycée and lives a life governed by routine. One 
day, a chance encounter with a Portuguese woman inspires him to question his life and leads him to an 
extraordinary book that opens the possibility of changing it. Inspired by the words of Amadeu de Prado, 
a doctor whose intelligence and magnetism left a mark on everyone who met him and whose principles 
led him into a confrontation with Salazar’s dictatorship, Gergorius boards a train to Lisbon. As Gregorius 
becomes fascinated with unlocking the mystery of who Prado was, an extraordinary tale unfolds. 
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The Snow Leopard by Peter Matthiessen 

In 1973, Peter Matthiessen and field biologist George Schaller traveled high into the remote mountains 
of Nepal to study the Himalayan blue sheep and possibly glimpse the rare and beautiful snow leopard. 
Matthiessen, a student of Zen Buddhism, was also on a spiritual quest to find the Lama of Shey at the 
ancient shrine on Crystal Mountain. As the climb proceeds, Matthiessen charts his inner path as well as 
his outer one, with a deepening Buddhist understanding of reality, suffering, impermanence, and beauty. 
This Penguin Classics edition features an introduction by acclaimed travel writer and novelist Pico Iyer. 
For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-
speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best 
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide 
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary 
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators. 

 

100 Journeys for the Spirit by Pico Iyer 

Some places move us at a profound level—with a kind of inner beauty that puts us in direct touch with 
the spirit. It might be a temple, a church, a monument, a wayside shrine, or a landscape feature that is 
saturated in the ambience of ancient sacred traditions. Such places are worth taking the trouble to visit. 
They add meaning to our lives, awakening a sense of beauty, tranquility or awe. From the prehistoric 
megaliths of Carnac in Brittany to the Buddhist temple complex of Borobodur in Java, from the giant 
medicine wheel at Bighorn, Wyoming in the USA to the Confucian Temple of Heaven in Beijing, this 
book will guide you on a journey to 100 of the world’s most spiritually uplifting sites. Accompanying the 
superb photographs are evocative descriptions of each place, many from esteemed writers who share 
their personal responses in their own inimitable style. Read Joseph Williams III on Pipestone in 
Minnesota, Jan Morris on Croagh Patrick in County Mayo, Michael Ondaatje on the Arankale Forest 
Monastery in Sri Lanka, and more. And if you wish to seek out these places for yourself, there is a helpful 
gazetteer at the back of the book giving key facts for visitors. By immersing ourselves in those special 
places where landscape, art, and spirit meet in a radiant intersection, we enlarge our perspective on life. 
This book gives us the inspiration and knowledge to do so. 

 
 


